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COVID SYSTEMS OF CONTROL AT CRPS – 29th Nov 2021
•

Good hygiene continues in school, pupils and staff wash their hands regularly/use hand sanitiser stations in
school – this is a minimum of 6 times a day as well as other times that staff deem suitable.

•

Adults – staff, parents, visitors are to wear masks around school and at drop off and pick up.

•

The ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach continues to be very important and reminders to children will be given.

•

We maintain an appropriate cleaning schedule. This continues to include regular cleaning of areas and equipment
(for example, twice per day), with a particular focus on frequently touched surfaces. Clean after each activity if
resources are being used by different groups.

•

Good ventilation is important, with windows open in every room, we will identify any poorly ventilated spaces and
take steps to improve fresh air flow in these areas, even if it is opening windows for 10 minutes at a time.

•

Asymptomatic testing continues, with an increase in LFD testing for staff to daily and for all close contacts or
household contacts for anyone waiting for a PCR result. Please remain vigilant with symptoms and keep children
away from school if unwell. Also continue to report to school testing and results etc.

•

We have a drop off window of 15 minutes for the whole school between 8:40 and 8:55 which we maintained
from previous but we will change the end of day time to allow a slightly staggered finish.
This means EYFS and KS1 are to be collected between 3:05pm and 3:15pm. KS2 are to be collected
between 3:10pm and 3:20pm.

•

Any mixed phase clubs will be cancelled – those that only have one phase in them will continue for this last
week.
On this week
NOT on this week
Rugby – UKS2
Board games
Construction – KS1
Tables tennis
Stay and Play - EYFS
Homework
Netball – UKS2
*please contact outside providers of clubs separately.

•

School is well placed to work in phases as we already work in a way that means they don’t often mix with others
when indoors but for children this will be tightened. We have four phases – EYFS, KS1, LKS2 and UKS2. We will
now be holding virtual whole school assemblies or if we do have F2F assemblies it will only be for 2 phases
coming together e.g. all KS2 in the hall with a 2m separation between the phases.

•

Lunch is already well staggered as this also remained in place from before, but we will make some small
alterations to minimise the mixing in the hall even further.

•

Children are not to go between phases under any circumstances – adults can however still do so. Where
appropriate siblings can work/join together if not in the same phase.

Nativity Performances
At this stage we will still have our KSI and EYFS Nativity shows. All adults attending must take a LFT before coming
to the performance and when in the audience you MUST wear a mask. Like in EYFS, the KS1 performance will be
reduced to offer just 2 tickets overall – either 2 seats to one performance or 1 seat in each. This will reduce the
number in the audience. There will still be plenty of ventilation as well in the hall. It is parental choice if you attend.
This will of course be reviewed carefully and may well change.
➢
➢
➢

A decision on the KS2 Christingle will be shared later this week.
We will be cancelling the Christmas Community Tea.
The PTFA will be in communication with regard to the Bazaar on Friday.

‘Love one another as I have loved you’

John 13:34-35.

